Abstract: This paper proposes twin prototype support vector machine (TVM), a constant space and sublinear time support vector machine (SVM) algorithm for online learning. TVM achieves its favorable scaling by memorizing only a fixed-size data summary in the form of example prototypes and their associated information during training. In addition, TVM guarantees that the optimal SVM solution is maintained on all prototypes at any time. To maximize the accuracy of TVM, prototypes are constructed to approximate the data distribution near the decision boundary. Given a new training example, TVM is updated in three steps. First, the new example is added as a new prototype if it is near the decision boundary. If this happens, to maintain the budget, either the prototype farthest away from the decision boundary is removed or two near prototypes are selected and merged into a single one. Finally, TVM is updated by incremental and decremental techniques to account for the change. Several methods for prototype merging were proposed and experimentally evaluated. TVM algorithms with hinge loss and ramp loss were implemented and thoroughly tested on 12 large datasets. In most cases, the accuracy of low-budget TVMs was comparable with the resource-unconstrained SVMs. Additionally, the TVM accuracy was substantially larger than that of SVM trained on a random sample of the same size. Even larger difference in accuracy was observed when comparing with Forgetron, a popular budgeted kernel perceptron algorithm. As expected, the difference in accuracy between hinge loss and ramp loss TVM was negligible and hinge loss version is preferable due to its lower computational cost. The results illustrate that highly accurate online SVMs could be trained from arbitrary large data streams using devices with severely limited memory budgets.
INTRODUCTION
An objective of data mining is to develop efficient and accurate algorithms for learning from large quantities of data. Previous research has resulted in many successful learning algorithms that scale linearly or even sublinearly with sample size and dimension, both in runtime and in space. However, linear or even sublinear space scaling is often not sufficient, because it implies an unbounded growth in memory with sample size. This clearly opens another challenge: how to learn from large, or practically infinite, datasets or data streams using memory limited resources.
In this paper, we address the online learning on a budget scenario with the following characteristics: (i) independent and identically distributed training examples are observed sequentially and in a single pass; (ii) the learner can choose to maintain in memory any information about the observed examples; and (iii) the learning should be anytime (i.e., produce an accurate predictor upon unforeseen termination).
Evidently, there are many choices as to what the online
Correspondence to: Slobodan Vucetic (vucetic@ist.temple. edu) learner could memorize. The information saved could include a sample of the observed examples, their statistical summary, a prediction model, or any combination of these.
At one end of the spectrum, we have a model-free approach where only a sample or a summary of the observed data is maintained. For example, the reservoir sampling [1] can be used to maintain a random sample from a data stream. Then, training can be carried out offline using the selected examples. Similarly, instead of reservoir sampling, one can decide to use some type of online clustering to better represent data diversity. Although model-free approach is computationally efficient, the caveat is that unsupervised sampling is often not optimal with respect to the learning quality.
At the other end of the spectrum, we have a datafree approach where only the prediction model is saved in memory and updated as new examples are observed. An example of the data-free approach is the perceptron algorithm [2] that converges to the optimal classifier when classes are linearly separable. This algorithm is extremely efficient, both in time and space, but it is applicable only to the very limited class of problems. Most other approaches are hybrid in that they require memorizing of both data and prediction model.
An example of the hybrid approach is the recursive least squares algorithm [3] that matches learning quality of the memory-unlimited batch solution. In addition to the model weights, the algorithm maintains a data summary in the form of an information or a covariance matrix. Therefore, it is a constant space online algorithm with quadratic scaling with the number of attributes. Development of a similarly successful algorithm for nonlinear regression is still an open problem. Representatives of hybrid approaches in classification are budgeted kernel perceptrons [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The kernel perceptrons are represented by a subset of observed examples (i.e., support vectors) and their weights, and the budgeted solution is achieved by ensuring that the number of support vectors is bounded. Although there are theoretical guarantees for convergence of budgeted kernel perceptrons under certain assumptions, their performance is often poor on noisy classification problems.
In this paper, we propose a support vector machine (SVM) [9] algorithm for online learning on a budget. SVMs are a popular class of machine learning algorithms that achieve superior accuracy on a number of practical supervised learning problems. Most often, SVM training is formulated as a quadratic programming problem and its solution typically requires quadratic space and cubic time scaling with sample size. Various solutions have been proposed [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] to improve the time and space efficiency of SVMs and make them applicable on very large datasets. Although these solutions achieve much better scaling in practical applications, they still have an unbounded growth in memory with the sample size. In addition, they require multiple passes through training data, which is not acceptable in the online learning scenario.
The proposed algorithm, called twin prototype support vector machine (TVM), is designed to handle arbitrarily large data streams while operating under a fixed memory budget. The basic idea of TVM is to upper bound the number of support vectors during the whole learning process. Instead of saving actual examples, the prototype vectors that summarize the local data distribution are maintained. The prototypes and their weights are updated after each newly observed training example. To increase space efficiency, the twin prototype is defined by its location and class distribution in its vicinity. The TVM treats prototypes as meta-examples during training.
A critical question about TVM is how to maintain prototypes to maximize the accuracy. One approach is to have them faithfully represent the distribution of the whole data stream. However, this approach could be wasteful because regions far from the decision boundary are less important for SVM. To illustrate this, let us first consider the traditional hinge loss SVM [9] . There, all examples near the decision boundary and all misclassified examples become support vectors. The misclassified examples far from the decision boundary become support vectors as a direct consequence of using the hinge loss, which is a popular choice because it allows casting SVM training as a convex optimization problem. In practice, misclassified examples far from the decision boundary are most often noisy or outlying examples that could lead to reduced SVM accuracy and overly large SVM models. Therefore, ignoring both wellclassified and misclassified examples far from the decision boundary is not expected to harm the hinge loss SVM. In the more recently proposed ramp loss SVM [11] , where only examples near the decision boundary become the support vectors, this issue is directly addressed. In addition to resulting in smaller predictors, the accuracy of ramp loss SVM tends to have higher accuracy, especially on noisy data. These advantages of ramp loss SVM come at the price of having to solve a more challenging optimization problem.
The discussion above indicates that, for the SVM on a tight budget, positioning prototypes near the decision boundary is better than trying to cover the whole attribute space. In the proposed algorithm, a new example is added as a new prototype if it is near the decision boundary. If this happens, to maintain the budget, the algorithm first looks if some existing prototype is sufficiently far from the decision boundary and removes it. If not, two neighboring prototypes are selected and merged into a single one. Finally, TVM is updated such that the optimal SVM solution is maintained on all the prototypes. To accomplish this, the incremental and decremental updating techniques are applied. The resulting TVM algorithm achieves constant space and linear time scaling and is very appropriate for online learning on a budget from large datasets. By studying incremental and decremental updates for both hinge loss and ramp loss SVM, we intend to show that the particular choice of loss does not have significant influence on accuracy of TVM. As a consequence, we suggest using hinge loss SVM updates due to lower computational cost. We also argue that the resulting TVM predictor resembles the ramp loss SVM.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of the hinge and ramp loss SVMs. In Section 3, we propose twin prototypes for offline SVM training on a budget, and in Section 4 we describe the TVM algorithm. In Sections 5-7, the important components in the TVM algorithm are described. Section 8 provides results of the thorough characterization of TVM on a number of large datasets. The related work is discussed in Section 9.
is an M-dimensional input vector, y i ∈ {+1, −1} is the associated binary label, and N is the data size. We consider a linear classifier of the form f (x) = w · (x) + b, where w is the weight vector, b is the bias threshold, and is a mapping from the original input space to the feature space. The SVM classifier is trained using the dataset D by optimizing the primal problem
where L[y i , f (x i )] is some specific loss function and C is the nonnegative user-specified slack parameter that balances the model complexity and loss on training data. It could be shown [11] through differentiating Eq. (1) that the optimal solution w must satisfy 
Hinge Loss SVMs
The standard loss function for SVM is the hinge loss [ Fig. 1(a) ] defined as
To optimize the primal problem (1), it is typically transformed to the dual problem as
where α are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints of the primal problem, Q ij = y i y j k(x i , x j ) are elements of the Gram matrix Q, and k is the positive definite kernel function satisfying k(
The resulting SVM classifier can be conveniently represented using the dual problem solution as
The solution of Eq. (4) has to satisfy the Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions defined as partial derivatives of the objective function D(α),
KKT conditions are the driving force in most practical SVM learning algorithms. Comparing Eq. (2) with Eq. (5), it could be seen that 
Ramp Loss SVMs
There are two practical issues with hinge loss that are relevant to the design of budgeted online SVM algorithms. The first is scalability. With hinge loss, all misclassified [y i f (x i ) < 0] and low-confidence correctly classified [0 < y i f (x i ) < 1] examples become part of the SVM model. As a consequence, as it was shown in Ref. [17] , the number of SVs scales linearly with the training size. This scalability problem is particularly pronounced when there is a strong overlap between classes in the feature space. The second problem is that, with hinge loss, noisy and outlying examples have large impact on the cost function (1). This can negatively impact accuracy of the resulting SVM. To address the drawbacks of hinge loss, the nonconvex ramp loss [ Fig. 1 
was introduced in Ref. [11] . Using R in Eq. (1), it could be seen that the examples with y i f (x i ) < −1 do not become SVs. This directly leads to smaller SVM models that are more robust to noise and outliers. Although the ramp loss has very appealing properties, the corresponding optimization problem (1) becomes nonconvex and is harder to solve. In Ref. [11] , it was proposed to train ramp loss SVM (SVM R ) under the concave-convex procedure (CCCP) framework [18] . The algorithm manages to solve Eq. (1) by iteratively solving a series of hinge loss SVM (SVM H ) problems. More details about SVM R and its relation with the proposed TVM algorithm are given in Section 4.2.
OFFLINE SVM TRAINING ON A BUDGET USING TWIN PROTOTYPES
Solving primal (1) or dual (4) problem for hinge loss in general requires O(N 3 ) time and O(N 2 ) memory. One way to achieve linear time and constant space scaling with data size is to summarize the original dataset with a fixed set of representative prototypes. Let us assume that we are given B prototype attribute vectors q 1 , . . . , q B and that each training example is represented by its nearest prototype. For the moment, we will not worry about how the prototypes are selected. Using the prototype representation, the original training dataset
where Q is the assignment function defined as Q(x) = {q k , k = arg min j =1:B ||x-q j ||}. We note that the assignment to the nearest prototype results in the minimization of data distortion, defined as
. Clearly, as the number of prototypes B grows, it is expected that the distortion decreases.
By defining s 
When L is the hinge loss, 1 after transformation to the dual problem, the KKT conditions become
where y i = +1, such that the feasible range of each Lagrange multiplier depends on s It should be noted that many SVM algorithms, including IDSVM [19] that forms the basis of TVM, can incorporate weights into optimization in a straightforward fashion. Thus, weights of twin vectors s 
Let us discuss computational costs of the prototype-based budgeted SVM. 
TWIN PROTOTYPE SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (TVM)
In Section 3, we showed that representing the original dataset D with B prototypes allows SVM training with linear time and constant space scaling with data size. In this section, we explain how we extend this basic idea to develop an online budgeted SVM algorithm. Two basic questions in the design are (i) how to create and update the twin prototype set and (ii) how to efficiently update the existing SVM solution as new examples are observed. Our idea is to adaptively change the twin prototypes such that they are positioned near the decision boundary and meanwhile use incremental and decremental techniques to maintain the optimal SVM solution on the updated data. The details of the resulting TVM algorithm (outlined in Algorithm 1) for online training on a budget are as follows.
Algorithm 1 TVM
receive the new example (x, y); , the acceptance region is equivalent to the ramp region in SVM R . Our recent study [20] shows that online training SVM R by only accepting the examples within the margin can be viewed as a greedy optimization procedure that approximately optimizes the ramp loss cost function (1) . If the example is accepted, it is used to create the new twin prototype tv new (line 4 in Algorithm 1). Then, the twin prototype set TV is updated by adding tv new (line 5), and TVM model is updated such that it is optimal on the new TV (line 6). Details of the TVM updating procedure will be discussed in Section 4.1. If (line 7) the TV size (defined as the number of twin prototypes) does not exceed the budget B, then the TVM procedure continues to the next iteration; otherwise the budget maintenance steps are triggered. Budget maintenance recognizes two scenarios. In case when there is a twin prototype that is sufficiently far from the decision boundary (|T V M(q)|>m 2 ; line 8), the procedure finds the farthest prototype (line 9) and removes it from TV (line 10) to maintain the budget. The threshold m 2 is selected such that m 2 > m 1 [its default value is set to 2, Fig. 2 (a)] to create a buffer zone that prevents premature removal of potentially useful twins. Then, TVM model is updated to reflect the change in TV (line 11).
In case when all B + 1 twin prototypes are within the buffer zone, the procedure selects two neighboring twin prototypes tv i and tv j (line 13) and merges them to create the new twin tv new (line 14) that replaces them (line 15). Details of how the two twin prototypes are selected and merged are given in Section 5. Then, TVM is updated to reflect the change in TV (lines 16 and 17).
Incremental and Decremental TVM Updates
A core task in TVM (Algorithm 1) is updating TVM such that it is the optimal solution on TV prototype set. Instead of solving the original problem (1) from scratch, it is possible to do it more efficiently using the existing solution. We recognize the Increment procedure in which the existing TVM is updated upon addition of a prototype to TV and the Decrement procedure in which the existing TVM is updated upon deletion of a prototype from TV. In Section 4.1.1, we summarize the previously proposed Increment and Decrement procedures for SVM H [19] , and in Section 4. 
Incremental and decremental learning for hinge loss TVM (TVM H )
Given 
Because g i = 0 for the margin support vector set S with indices S = {s 1 , . . . , s p }, where the subscript p is the number of margin support vectors (set S), Eq. (11) could be written in the matrix form as
where J is symmetric Jacobian matrix
Matrix J is the enlarged (by one row and column) Gram matrix of the margin support vector examples. By inverting the (P + 1) × (P + 1) matrix J , the updated values of α i 's and b can be calculated for any value of α c . There are two remaining issues with implementation of the above adiabatic procedure. The first is finding the optimal value of α c as the value that minimizes the objective function (4). This is accomplished by slowly increasing its value starting from zero as long as Eq. (4) decreases. The second is taking care of the occasional need to reassign examples among the S, E, and R sets due to increase in α c . That is accomplished by careful bookkeeping described in detail in Ref. [19] . It is worth mentioning that each bookkeeping step results in incrementing (an example is moved from R or E to S) or decrementing (an example is moved from S to R or E) the Jacobian matrix J by one row and column. After each update of J due to bookkeeping, its inverse should also be updated. The inverse of J is efficiently achieved by rank-one updates.
Similar to the incremental learning, decremental learning (removing any example from the training set) is implemented through adiabatic reversal of incremental learning.
We denote the resulting model updates Increment H and Decrement H and the resulting TVM the hinge loss TVM (TVM H ).
Incremental and decremental learning for ramp loss TVM (TVM R )
In this section, we first introduce the offline algorithm for SVM R training and then show how to develop ramp loss incremental and decremental procedures for ramp loss TVM (TVM R ).
In Ref. [11] , it was proposed that the ramp loss objective function (1) can be solved using CCCP. CCCP [18] is an algorithmic framework that optimizes a nonconvex problem by solving a sequence of convex approximations and has no additional parameters to tune.
To optimize Eq. (1) using CCCP, it is decomposed into convex J vex (θ ) and concave J cave (θ ) parts, which can be rewritten as [11] 
CCCP runs in iterations. First, θ = (w, b) is set to an initial guess. In each iteration, J cave (θ ) is approximated by its tangent J cave (θ old )θ , where θ old indicates θ in the previous iteration and then optimizes the resulting convex function as
where I is the active subset of training examples with margin larger than −1,
It is worth noting that the optimization problem (15) is equivalent to training an SVM H on I . The method in Ref. [11] iteratively retrains SVM H on the dynamically updated I until I remains unchanged and eventually has all the SVs within the ramp region (i.e., ∀i,
Clearly, retraining SVM H from scratch upon every change in I is computationally expensive. Instead, the updates could be performed by using Increment H on each example (or prototype) added to I and Decrement H on each example (or prototype) removed from I . This idea can be directly extended to the online training on a budget. Given the TVM R trained on the current TV set and a new prototype tv new to be added to TV, the Increment R procedure can be described by Algorithm 3.
To describe Algorithm 3, we first need to introduce three TV subsets: (TV I ) set of all prototypes within the ramp region and T V U and T V L as sets of prototypes that were removed from and added to T V I . If tv new is outside the ramp region, TVM is unchanged (line 2 in Algorithm 3). Otherwise tv new is added to the active set T V I (line 4) and Increment H is applied to update TVM (line 5). If in the updated TVM some prototypes moved outside the ramp region (line 7) or inside the ramp region (line 8), the algorithm decrements TVM with all T V U prototypes (line 10) and increments TVM with all T V L prototypes (line 11). The CCCP procedure (lines 7-11) is repeated as long as there is a change in T V I .
The Decrement R procedure can be designed using the same line of reasoning. Let us assume we wish to delete prototype tv delete . We can convert Algorithm 3 to Decrement R algorithm by replacing tv new with tv delete and replacing line 5 with "TVM = Decrement H (tv new );".
TVM H Versus TVM R
TVM H and TVM R differ in their Increment and Decrement procedures. As seen in Section 4.1.2, the ramp-based versions are repeatedly calling the hinge-based versions and are therefore more costly. Interestingly, both TVM H and TVM R are expected to result in a very similar predictor. It is easy to see why. After accepting the first B examples as B prototypes, TVM accepts only prototypes within the ramp region (|T V M(q)| < m 1 = 1). Meanwhile, to maintain the budget, it removes prototypes outside the buffer region (|T V M(q)| > m 2 = 2). As a result, most of the prototypes will end up within the ramp region. A tiny fraction of prototypes is expected to remain within the buffer region Algorithm 3 Increment R Input: TVM, tv new Output: TVM / * TV: the prototype set in TVM; T V I : the active set; T V U : the set includes the twin prototypes to be unlearned by CCCP; T V L : the set includes the twin prototypes to be learned by CCCP. */ 1.
if
until T V I is unchanged 13. endif
. This is because prototype merging, described in detail in the following section, is drawing all prototypes toward the ramp region. In the extreme case when all prototypes are within the ramp region, ramp loss and hinge loss TVM are identical. Given the small number of possible prototypes within the buffer region, the difference between TVM H and TVM R is expected to be very small.
Considering the computational costs, TVM H is our default TVM algorithm. The experimental comparison between TVM H and TVM R shows the success of this approximation and will be illustrated in Section 8.4.
MERGING METHODS
In this section, we discuss several methods for selecting the best twin prototypes for merging in Algorithm 1.
Input Versus Feature Space Merging

Merging in input space
In case when all B twin prototypes are within the buffer zone, the procedure selects two prototypes tv i and tv j and merges them to create a new prototype tv new that replaces them. Given tv i and tv j , one approach to calculate q m is to minimize distortion in the input space
where (18) and that the resulting minimal distortion, denoted as d ij is
The count of positive (or negative) examples s The best pair tv i and tv j of twin prototypes to merge is the one that has minimal d ij value. Although it seems that merging in input space requires O(B 2 ) time and memory, it is evident that, with some bookkeeping from the previous iterations, both costs can be reduced to O(B) in expectation. Specifically, for each twin prototype tv i , we memorize index k of its best merging neighbor, defined as k = arg min j d ij , together with distortion d ik . After that, we calculate distortions between the newly created twin prototype and the existing twin prototypes and use that to modify the memorized indices and distortions.
Merging in feature space
An alternative to merging in input space is merging in feature space. Given tv i and tv j , the goal is to find q new that minimizes feature space distortion defined as
Similar to results of Eq. (18), the optimal (q new ) is
The challenge with feature space merging is that the preimage of (q m ) may not exist (as is the case with RBF kernels). As proposed in Ref. [21] , this issue can be addressed by finding the approximate solution q * new by minimizing
The general solution of Eq. (22) is hard to achieve because it requires nonlinear optimization that depends on the choice of kernel. In Ref. [21] , an algorithm was developed to solve Eq. (22) for RBF and polynomial kernels. Interestingly, in both cases, q * new lies on the line connecting q i and q j . Because of the increased computational costs of feature space merging, TVM uses input space merging as the default choice.
Global Versus One-Sided Merging
Without an additional constraint, TVM allows merging of twin prototypes across the decision boundary. Potential issue with such merging is loss of margin support from the original prototypes and creation of a new prototype near the boundary with nearly equal-sized positive and negative twins. This can be harmful to the quality of TVM. In OneSided merging, the twin prototypes are separated into those in the positive region, T V M(q i ) > 0, and the negative region, T V M(q i ) < 0. Only pairs of twin prototypes from the same region are considered for merging. As an illustration, although merging of tv 1 and tv 2 from Fig. 2(b) would result in the smallest distortion, One-Sided would merge tv 1 and tv 3 . One-Sided merging is the default choice in TVM.
Merging Rejection
Merging can be inappropriate in the regions of the input space where TVM decision boundary is highly nonlinear. For example, merging of twin prototypes tv 1 and tv 2 from Fig. 2(c) that are at the positive margin results in tv new that is well beyond the negative margin. We note that this behavior is common to both input and feature space merging. To avoid negative effects of such merging, we compare value of T V M(q new ) with its estimated value under the linear assumption
Rejection accepts the merging if T V M(q new ) is near its estimated value
where η = 0.2 is used as the default value. If the selected pair of twin prototypes fails the test, Rejection considers the next best merging candidates. If they pass the test, the merging is executed. Otherwise, Update concludes that merging cannot be successfully performed. In this case, the new twin prototype is decrementally unlearned by TVM and removed from the twin prototype set TV.
CONTROL OF C
In online learning on a budget, an additional challenge is the choice of the slack parameter C that controls the tradeoff between model complexity and hinge/ramp loss. If C is fixed, the influence of hinge/ramp loss would grow with data stream size due to increase in weights s + j and s − j of twin prototypes. Compounded with the bounded number of twin prototypes in TVM, which constrains its representational power (TVM could span at most a B-dimensional manifold in the feature space), fixed C would lead to overfitting.
To address this issue, we dynamically adjust slack parameter C such that the product C * = C j (s
is kept constant during the online learning process. Adjusting TVM with respect to a change in C could be performed efficiently using path regularization techniques [22] . In TVM, we use regularization parameter permutation [23] which is a method implemented in IDSVM algorithm.
COSTS OF TVM ONLINE TRAINING
The memory requirement of TVM is constant with sample size and scales as O(B 2 ) with the budget B due to the maintenance of Jacobian matrix J in Eq. (13 2 ), where n is the number of examples among the N observed examples which are selected by Accept. Observe that ratio n/N is initially close to 1 and that it decreases with N when threshold m 1 is at its default value 1. This is because the margin decreases with N which causes Accept to become more and more selective. Because nB 2 dominates the runtime and n = O(N), the total runtime appears sublinear in N . The runtime of TVM R is larger due to increased cost of Increment R and Decrement R .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present results of detailed evaluation of TVM on a number of benchmark datasets.
Datasets
Properties of 12 benchmark datasets 3 for binary classification are summarized in Table 1 . The multiclass datasets were converted to two-class sets as follows. For the digit datasets Pendigits and USPS, we converted the original tenclass problems to binary by representing digits 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 (nonround digits) as negative class and digits 3, 6, 8, 9, 0 (round digits) as positive class. For Letter dataset, negative class was created from the first 13 letters of the alphabet and positive class from the remaining 13. The seven-class Shuttle dataset was converted to binary data by representing class 1 as negative and the remaining ones as positive. Class 1 in the three-class Waveform was treated as negative and the remaining two as positive. For Covertype data, the class 2 was treated as positive and the remaining six classes as negative. Adult, Banana, Gauss, and IJCNN were originally two-class datasets. Gauss data was generated as a mixture of 2 two-dimensional Gaussians: one class is from N [(0,0), I ] and the other is from N [(2,0), 4I ]. Checkerboard data was generated as a uniformly distributed two-dimensional 4 × 4 checkerboard with alternating class assignments (Fig. 3) . Checkerboard is a noise-free dataset in the sense that each box consists exclusively of examples from a single class. N-Checkerboard is a noisy version of Checkerboard where class assignment was switched for 15% of the randomly selected examples. For both datasets, we used the noise-free Checkerboard as the test set. In this way, the highest reachable accuracy for both Checkerboard and N-Checkerboard was 100%. Attributes in all datasets were scaled to mean zero and standard deviation 1.
Evaluation Procedure
We used four SVM algorithms, LIBSVM [24] , SVM R , IDSVM [19] , and TVM, and one kernel perceptron algorithm (Forgetron [6] ) in the experiments. Because IDSVM is a memory-unconstrained online algorithm, it serves as an upper bound on accuracy achievable by TVM. LIBSVM, one of the most successful offline hinge loss SVM algorithms, is both highly accurate and computationally efficient which is served for benchmarking of other algorithms. SVM R denotes our implementation for offline ramp loss SVM in Ref. [11] , where LIBSVM serves as the core procedure within CCCP. SVM R is useful because of the observed similarities between TVM and ramp loss SVM. In addition, we also used the self-tuned Forgetron algorithm [6] , a popular kernel perceptron algorithm for online learning on a budget. For TVM experiments, we evaluated five different budgets, B = 20, 50, 100, 200, 500. The default TVM parameters m 1 = 1, m 2 = 2, with InputSpace and OneSided merging, and Rejection. TVM H was used in all experiments, unless if specified otherwise. Training examples were ordered randomly. Additionally, we also trained IDSVM on a random sample of size B = 100 from training data and denoted it as Random. It is a representative of the model-free online learning approach and serves as a lower bound on the accuracy achievable by TVM with B = 100.
We performed three set of experiments on 12 datasets with three different kernels:
d . Although different kernels might be appropriate for different datasets, our goal was to compare behavior of different algorithms over a large range of conditions. To keep things simple, and consulting previous SVM evaluations, LIBSVM, IDSVM, and SVM R used the slack parameter C = 1 for Adult and C = 100 for the remaining 11 datasets. Similarly, following the strategy explained in Section 7, TVM kept C * at B for Adult and at 100B for the remaining 11 datasets. RBF kernel width was set to δ = M/2 [24] , where M is the number of attributes, for all datasets except the two Checkerboard datasets. There, the width was set to 0.37. Polynomial kernel degree d was set to 3 in all datasets except the two Checkerboard datasets. There, the degree was set to d = 7 because of the complexity of the problem. For the Forgetron, RBF kernel width was optimized using cross-validation for better performance. All experiments were run on a 3G RAM, 3.2 GHz Pentium Dual Core 2 PC.
TVM Trained on 10 Million N-Checkerboard Examples
In Fig. 3(a) -(f), we illustrate the TVM solutions with budget B = 100 and RBF kernel after N = 100, 1000, 10 000, and 10 million examples were observed from the data stream. Yellow and cyan lines are positive and negative margins, respectively. Black line is the TVM boundary, and red circles are twin prototypes. It can be seen that the TVM decision boundary dramatically improves during the process. This success can be attributed to the improved positioning of twin prototypes near the decision boundary. It is interesting to observe that the TVM margin gradually decreased during the process. The solution for N = 100 [ Fig. 3(a) ] corresponds to Random and it is evident that TVM managed to substantially improve its accuracy by careful choice of twin prototypes.
In Fig. 3 (e), we compare accuracies of IDSVM, LIB-SVM, and TVM with B = 100 as a function of the stream size. IDSVM was suspended after N = 10000 examples and LIBSVM was trained on N = 100000 examples because the resource limits of our PC were reached at these values. As seen, TVM had similar accuracy to IDSVM at N < 10 000 and to LIBSVM at N = 100 000, and its accuracy steadily increased to the impressive 98.7% at N = 10 7 . Finally, in Fig. 3(f) , we compare the runtime of TVM with the runtime of IDSVM algorithm at N < 10 000. It could be observed that the TVM runtime appears linear, whereas the IDSVM runtime appears cubic, as expected.
TVM H Versus TVM R
The accuracy and training time comparison between TVM H and TVM R with B = 100 on 12 datasets is presented in Table 2 . Each result listed is an average of five repeated experiments. From the results, we can observe that TVM H and TVM R achieve very similar accuracy on all the datasets and that the running time of TVM H is around two times faster than that of TVM R on most datasets. The results are consistent with the discussion in Section 4.2 and justify the use of TVM H as the default TVM algorithm.
Results on Benchmark Datasets
In this section, we summarize performance results on all 12 benchmark datasets. Each result listed in Tables 3, 4 , and 5 is an average of five repeated experiments. Table 3 shows the number of support vector/twin prototypes in the final TVM, IDSVM, LIBSVM, and SVM R classifiers. To speed-up the experiments, we decided to terminate IDSVM after 3000 s. In this case, in the third column we report the number of support vectors and how many training examples were processed by the time of stopping. We can observe Superscript values indicate the number of examples learned by IDSVM before early stopped after 3000 s.
that both LIBSVM and IDSVM classifiers had comparable number of support vectors. SVM R provided much lighter classifiers than LIBSVM and IDSVM on several noisy datasets, which shows the robustness of ramp loss SVM on noisy data. Comparing LIBSVM, IDSVM, and SVM R with TVM, it is easy to see that in most cases the number of support vectors is much larger than 100, which was the budget of TVM.
In Table 4 , we compare accuracies of the competing algorithms using RBF kernels, whereas in Fig. 4 we illustrate how the accuracy of TVM and IDSVM changed with the number of observed training examples. As expected, the memory-unbounded LIBSVM, IDSVM, and SVM R had the highest accuracy. LIBSVM and SVM R were slightly more accurate than IDSVM, which could probably be attributed to occasional early stopping of IDSVM. As could be expected, the only set on which SVM R was significantly better than LIBSVM was N-Checkerboard. Importantly, TVM accuracies were very competitive and, in most cases, comparable with the memory-unbounded SVMs. TVM accuracies consistently increased with budget B. It is worth noting that TVM achieved quite impressive accuracies for a very modest budget of B = 100, whereas TVM with still modest budget of B = 500 closely matched the accuracies of the memory-unlimited competitors. Compared with the baseline Random algorithm, TVM with B = 100 was considerably more accurate. In fact, even TVM with B = 20 was superior to Random. Interestingly, the perceptron-based algorithm Forgetron with B = 100 was not competitive. The standard deviation in accuracy was the highest for the most inaccurate algorithms. As expected, IDSVM's standard deviation was close to zero because it achieves the optimal solution regardless of the ordering of stream data. Let us briefly discuss some specific results from Table 4 . TVM was more accurate than LIBSVM on N-Checkerboard data, which confirms its relationship with the SVM R . Similarly, impressive behavior was observed on other two noisy datasets, Gauss and Waveform. In this case, TVM with a median budget was even successful than SVM R and LIB-SVM that both created thousands of support vectors. At the other end of the spectrum are Letter, USPS, and Covertype data that represent highly complex concepts and have a low to modest level of noise. On Letter and USPS, accuracy of TVM consistently and significantly increased with the budget size and with B = 500 it came close to that of LIB-SVM, SVM R , and IDSVM. On Covertype, the difference was large even with B = 500, which is understandable considering that about 20% of the 100 000 training examples were used as support vectors in SVM R and about 40% in LIBSVM.
A glance at Fig. 4 shows further details specific for each of the benchmark datasets. Figures show another strength of TVM-for every choice of budget B and every dataset, the accuracy of TVM consistently grew with the data stream size and was significantly larger than Random (represented by the initial point of each TVM curve). Table 5 compares accuracies of four competing algorithms with polynomial and linear kernels. It is evident that the accuracies were consistently and substantially lower than when RBF kernel was used. Moreover, some results for the polynomial kernels appeared quite erratic. This clearly indicates that RBF kernel is the most suitable choice for the 12 datasets we examined. Despite this, the relative differences between the four algorithms were consistent with the results in Table 4 . Namely, TVM accuracy with B = 100 was quite comparable with IDSVM, and it was much higher than accuracies of Forgetron and Random. This result indicates that the impressive TVM performance is not a function of the specific kernel choice. Figure 5 illustrates the performance of TVM with and without the control of C method on Gauss and N-Checkerboard datasets. From Fig. 5(a) and (b) , we can observe that with the default value C * = 100B the accuracy of TVM that controls C nicely grows with the data stream length, whereas fixing C = 100 causes TVM accuracy to grow only up to a certain point, after which it sharply degrades. To gain a further insight, we compared choices C = 10 and C * = 10B fixed C again suffered a catastrophic drop in accuracy.
Control of C
Comparing Fig. 5(b) -(d), we can see the pattern in the accuracy drop because it occurred after about 10 3 examples with C = 1000, after 10 4 examples with C = 100, and after 10 5 examples with C = 10. Therefore, it could be expected that the accuracy drop would occur for any fixed choice of C in TVM and that the higher it is the sooner it would happen. This result clearly indicates the importance of controlling the C parameter in TVM algorithm. Table 6 compares performance of the default TVM with TVM where some alternative choices were made. In all cases, the budget was set to B = 100 and RBF kernel was used. The first two columns serve as the lower and upper bound on accuracy. The third column is TVM with default values. The alternatives kept all but one of the default choices intact. As could be seen, the default TVM had the highest overall accuracy. Reducing m 2 from 2 to 1 (column 4) removed the buffer zone and it negatively impacted the accuracy. Choice of m 1 appears very important because its increase from 1 to 2 (column 5) resulted in the largest drop in accuracy. This clearly indicates the success of using ramp loss to filter the noisy examples in the design of TVM. Similarly, omission of One-Sided merging (column 7) negatively impacted the accuracy. Finally, feature space merging (column 8) resulted in very similar accuracy to input space merging. This outcome justifies the default choice of input space merging, which is computationally cheaper. All these results indicate that the proposed merging strategies are highly successful and that each of them significantly contributes to the success of TVM.
Evaluation of TVM Default Parameters
Evaluation of TVM Prototype Selection and Placement
In Table 7 , we give a further insight into budget maintenance procedures of TVM, when B = 100 and RBF kernel [25] where the objective is to maximize accuracy while minimizing the labeling costs. The Removal column shows how many times TVM removed an example that was outside the buffer zone (lines 9-11 in Algorithm 1). As expected, removal occurred rarely and during the initial portion of the stream, such as while removing portion of the first B examples that were far from the decision boundary. The Buffer column corresponds to number of twin prototypes that remained within the buffer region (1<|T V M(q)|<2) at the end of training. We can observe that only a small fraction (between 0% and 24%) of twin prototypes was in the buffer region. This happens because Accept only adds new prototypes within the margin region, thus increasing the weight of prototypes within the margin region and keeping weights of prototypes within the buffer region unchanged. As a consequence, prototypes within the buffer region are effectively being attracted to the margin region. The Rejection column shows the number of times merging was rejected.
As can be seen, rejection happens more frequently in IJCNN, Letter, USPS, and Waveform than in other datasets. Interestingly, by looking at Table 6 not using Rejection on these four datasets resulted in a large decrease in accuracy.
learning problems. As an alternative, in the approximate solution approach, the requirement for the optimal solution is traded with scalability. To reduce the computational burden, algorithms such as incremental SVM [27] and LASVM [28, 29] delete examples that are deemed less likely to become support vectors. However, they do not bound the number of support vectors, and the potential unlimited growth in number of support vectors could still limit its use for learning on high-speed data streams.
Quasi-Additive Online Algorithms
Perceptron [2] is a classic online learning algorithm which is updated by simply adding the misclassified example to the model weight. Perceptron belongs to a wider class of quasi-additive online algorithms that update model in a greedy manner by using only the newest observed example. Popular modern members of this family of algorithms include ALMA [30] , ROMMA [31] , NORMA [32] , PA [33] , and Pegasos [34] . A recent study [35] shows that this type of learning leads to incremental increase of the dual SVM objective and that it can be treated as an approximation to offline SVM. Quasi-additive online algorithms are attractive because they are conceptually simple, computationally efficient, and could become very accurate upon kernelization.
Keeping the SVM Classifiers Simple
Bounding the space complexity of kernel classifiers is important for many applications where prediction efficiency is of concern. SVM reduced set methods [36, 37] start by training a standard SVM on the complete data and then find its sparse approximation by minimizing L 2 distance between the original and the approximated SVM. A limitation of reduced set methods is that it requires training of the full-scale SVM that can be computationally infeasible on large data. Directly training reduced classifier from scratch was proposed in [12, 38, 39] by reformulating the optimization problem. The basic idea is to train SVM with minimal risk on the complete data under the constraint that the model weight is spanned by only a fixed number of examples. Recently, a similar method to build reduced SVM classifier based on forward selection was proposed in Ref. [40] . This method proceeds in an iterative fashion that greedily selects the example to be added to the model. Preprocessing is another class of approaches for classifier complexity reduction. Preclustering method has been widely used in Refs. [16, 32, 41] . The motivation is to train SVM on the high-quality summarized data. It is worth mentioning that our proposed prototype summary method in Section 3 also belongs to this family. Recently, another preprocessing method was proposed in Ref. [42] , where a simple and fast algorithm (k-nearest-neighbor) is used to pre-select the most informative examples for the following expensive SVM training. Unlike our work, all these reduction methods are offline because they need the access to all the training data.
Online Learning on a Budget
The pioneering work in budgeted learning for online kernel algorithms addressed the kernel perceptron [5] . To maintain the budget, the support vector 4 , which would be predicted most confidently, is removed when the budget is exceeded. The related strategies include removing a random SV [4, 7] , the oldest SV [6] , and the SV that would results in the smallest prediction error [8, 43] . Projection is another popular budget maintenance strategy and has been widely adopted by many online kernel algorithms [44] [45] [46] . The idea is to minimize the model weight degradation caused by removal of one SV through updating the coefficient of the remaining ones. Instead of enforcing a fixed budget, these algorithms usually allow growing classifier complexity according to the projection quality during training. The problem of budgeted learning with SVM has been addressed only sparingly. In a recent paper [47] , a budgeted online SVM algorithm was proposed based on IDSVM. The budget maintenance is achieved by removing the SV farthest away from its nearest neighbor.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel SVM algorithm called TVM for online learning on a budget. TVM achieves sublinear training time and constant space scaling with the data stream size. Experimental results showed that TVM achieves highly competitive accuracy as compared with the memory-unbounded SVM algorithms. This hints at the possibility of building accurate SVM classifiers from arbitrarily large data streams while operating under a very limited memory budget. Furthermore, TVM results in very compact SVM predictors and it directly addresses a problem often observed in practice where the size of SVM grows with the training data size. There are several questions for future research. (i) The tuning of C parameter for online SVM training is still an open question in the SVM community. In an offline learning scenario, a user has a luxury of observing the whole dataset and performing cross-validation to determine C. Our current method addresses the problem of accuracy drop by controlling slack parameter C through fixing C * (the product of C and all prototype weights). The remaining open problem is how to determine C * during the online learning on a budget, when very little might be known a priori about the data. (ii) TVM was evaluated on data streams that were sampled randomly from the underlying distribution. The open question is how robust TVM is when this assumption is broken. It would be interesting to explore scenarios with nonrandom sampling and scenarios with changing concepts. (iii) Another interesting question is related to the quadratic memory scaling of TVM with budget size. The space complexity of quasi-additive online algorithms scales only linearly with the budget. However, as seen, performance of the state-of-the-art Forgetron algorithm was not impressive. We are currently exploring if some of the ideas used in TVM could improve performance of budgeted quasi-additive online algorithms.
